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Abstract
The use of distributed systems has grown dramatically in our modern society over
the past few decades. Today we see many digital services being distributed such as
cloud storage and automotive systems. These distributed services are being used by
every sector of our society from banking and finance to more traditional industries
such as manufacturing and military. In other words, These systems are part of our
daily lives and are vital to the daily operation of our society. At the same time as
these systems are important, they also create critical points in our society. Faults
and failures of these distributed systems could have large negative effects on fragile
parts of society.
This is the reason for the initialization of this project, to implement and validate
recent research and advancements in the area of self-stabilization and fault-tolerance
for distributed systems, and evaluate if the research can increase the levels of faulttolerance in these systems. This research could allow distributed systems to not
only handle communication faults and crashing of participants in the system, but
also arbitrary transient faults.
Our project has contributed with the first, the best to our knowledge, real-world
implementation and evaluation of a stack of self-stabilizing distributed algorithms,
which together provide the service of a self-stabilizing emulation of state-machine
replication. The project demonstrates that recent advancements in the area of selfstabilization can provide real-world distributed systems with a higher degree of
fault-tolerance.

Keywords: self-stabilizing, self-stabilization, distributed systems, distributed computing, fault-tolerance, consensus, reconfiguration, state-machine, replication, totalorder broadcast.
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1
Introduction
The use of distributed systems has grown dramatically in our modern society over
the past few decades. Today we see many digital services being distributed such as
cloud storage and automotive systems. These distributed services are being used by
every sector of our society from banking and finance to more traditional industries
such as manufacturing and military. In the past decade we have also noticed a
sharp growth in crypto-currencies built on top of distributed systems and distributed
computation. Examples of these crypto-currencies are Bitcoin [43] and Etherium [2].
In other words, These systems are part of our daily lives and are vital to the daily
operation of our society.
Many of these digital distributed systems form critical points in our society. Faults
or failures in these points could lead to catastrophic events if payment systems stop
working or if communication systems break down stopping us from communicating
across the world. From this perspective it is easy to appreciate the importance of
these systems and why it is of utmost importance for us to ensure that they have
a high degree of fault-tolerance built into their design. This is a must in order to
ensure the availability of the service which the system provides.
A distributed system is a collection of computers or servers, often referred to as
nodes, which are connected over either a local or a global network of communication
links. This system works together, through communication in the form of messagepassing, in order to solve a common shared problem or task. Through working
together, a distributed system can compute tasks that are too difficult to be solved
by single nodes. Distributed systems can also ensure availability and fault-tolerance
of a service due to the fact that even if a smaller set of nodes within the system
crashes, the service which the system provides will still be available. If the service
provides data storage, then the data can be replicated across the system’s node,
ensuring fault-tolerance for the data.
In distributed systems, state-machine replication is an important category of tasks
used in many services. It provides the function of storing data across a set of nodes
ensuring both availability of the data at any given time, as long as at least one node
has not crashed. It also provides fault-tolerance through replicating the data over
all the participating nodes. Hence, even if some nodes experience faults and lose the
data, it can be updated by other non-faulty nodes in the distributed system.
In order for distributed systems to be able to provide a high degree of availability
1
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of the service which it provides. The distributed system must be able to deal with
faults and failures, both outside the system (communication failures) but also in
the system itself (crashes). However, achieving a high degree of fault-tolerance in
distributed systems is hard due to the asynchronous message-passing nature which
distributed systems operate in. It is challenging in these asynchronous systems to
detect possible faults and failures of other participating nodes in the distributed
system [41, 24].

1.1

Project Purpose

The purpose of this project is to validate, implement and evaluate a distributed
system which provides the service of a Self-Stabilizing Emulation of State-Machine
Replication, researched by Lundström et al [39]. The system is implemented through
a stack of algorithms from recent research in the area of self-stabilization and faulttolerance [9, 38, 39, 37]. This research allows the system to recover from both common distributed system faults and arbitrary transient faults. The algorithmic stack
consists of self-stabilization consensus and failure detection algorithms which together support the implementation of the self-stabilizing emulation of state-machine
replication. This project aims to implement this research, in order to evaluate if
the recent advancements in the area of self-stabilization can be used to improve
the fault-tolerance of real-world distributed systems. A successful implementation
of this system can provide a demonstration that this research has the possibility of
making the cloud self-stabilized in the long term. In essence, this project will work
to answer the following two research questions, (1) Is the recent research in the area
of self-stabilization and fault-tolerance valid and correct? (2) If the research is valid
and correct, then what is the performance of our implementation in relation to the
systems latency and throughput?

1.2

Fault Model

One of the main attributes of self-stabilizing distributed systems is the ability to
operate and provide its service in the presence of faults and failures. The implementation that this project provides utilizes asynchronous message-passing systems
with no shared memory between computers in the system. The asynchronous distributed system has no universal clock available for the computers in the system.
Due to these two factors, the participating computers can only operate on sending
and receiving messages with each other.
The fault model which this implementation handles includes crashes of participating
computers, communication failures such as packet loss and arbitrary transient faults.
An arbitrary transient fault is a fault that can corrupt communication channels or
processors in the system. These transient faults can cause the system to violate the
assumptions of which the distributed system was designed to operate in [38].
Research papers which handle arbitrary transient faults often limits the effect that
these faults can have on the system. One such limitations which is often made is
2
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that, arbitrary transient faults cannot corrupt the actual program or algorithm code
while the system is running. such a fault could change the design of the distributed
system and hence, cause it to not have its original properties [38, 39, 4].

1.3

What is Emulated State-Machine Replication?

A state-machine is a computational mathematical model which stores the current
state S of a machine. Given some inputs R to the state-machine, it will calculate
the transition to the next state S 0 and store the new state S 0 in the state-machine.
A real-world abstraction of this model could be, for example, a data-server, which
based on new client data inputs need to store the new data and hence, the dataserver will transition to a new state which incorporates the new data.
State-machine replication is a concept used to increase the fault-tolerance of statemachines by replicating the state-machines in a distributed system [33]. Distributed
algorithms can be used to ensure that in a fault-free situation, all state-machines of
the distributed system will have the most recent state S stored locally.
By storing the current state S in more than one state-machine, also commonly
referred to as replicas, both the availability and the fault-tolerance of the service
can be increased. The availability can be increased through faster access to a more
geographically closer replica and even if one replica is faulty, another one can be
accessed for the same data or state. The fault-tolerance can be improved due to the
fact that state S is stored at more than one location. Hence, if one replica would
crash, the same state S is still available from another replica. If the crashed replica
would reboot and start working again within a finite time window, the working
replicas in the distributed system could update the crashed and rebooted replica
with the current state of the distributed system.
This project implements an emulated state-machine replication provided by Lundström et al. [39] which is constructed by the use of distributed self-stabilizing consensus algorithms. With emulation, it is meant that the implementation provides
a baseline state-machine replication used to demonstrate the developments in the
research area of self-stabilization. Dolev et al. [11] has previously used emulations of
state-machine replication in attempts to demonstrate self-stabilization for this type
of distributed systems.

1.4

What is Consensus?

The consensus problem is a fundamental part of distributed systems and a requirement in order to implement a self-stabilizing emulation of state-machine replication.
The problem consists of a set of participating nodes in a distributed system that
needs to propose and reach an agreement on a shared value v. Lundström et al. [38]
define the consensus problem as follows:
(Consensus definition) Every process pi that is part of the system proposes a value
vi . Let an algorithm solve the consensus. This algorithm has to satisfy the following:
3
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• Validity - If v is the consensus, then propose(v) was invoked by some process
in the system.
• Integrity - A process decides on a value at most once.
• Agreement - Once consensus is reached, all processes share the proposed
value v.
• Termination - All non-faulty processes decide.
This implementation will focus on two types of consensus algorithms for distributed
systems, Binary Consensus and Multivalued Consensus.
The Binary Consensus is a subsection of the general consensus problem [38]. A
binary consensus solves the task for a set of participating nodes in a distributed
system to propose and reach an agreement on a shared binary value v from the set
(0,1), i.e. either zero or one.
The Multivalued Consensus is an extension of the binary consensus problem which
allows a set of participating nodes to also propose and reach an agreement on any
shared integer value v instead of just a binary value [39]. It is common for multivalued consensus algorithms to be constructed from binary consensus algorithms.
Fischer et al. [24] states and explains in their research paper that there exists no
solution to the consensus problem in distributed systems which utilizes asynchronous
message-passing systems where crashes can go undetected due to the asynchronous
nature of these systems. In such asynchronous systems, a failure or fault of just
one participating node can cause the entire consensus process to fail. This is why
failure detectors are necessary in order to solve the consensus problem in distributed
asynchronous message-passing systems.

1.5

What is Unreliable Failure Detection?

Asynchronous distributed systems which operate by using message-passing systems
are known to be prone to faults connected with the crashing of participating nodes.
One of the main problems with asynchronous systems is that it is impossible to
know if a participating node in the system has crashed or if the concerned node is
just slow on responding to messages [41]. Hence, it is a challenge in these systems
to detect when a crash actually has occurred.
This is the reason why failure detectors have been researched, in order to solve
this problem regarding asynchronous systems. A failure detector commonly runs
incorporated on the participating nodes of the distributed system as an independent
algorithm. Most failure detectors follow a common design of sending messages to
every participating node and monitoring which nodes respond to the sent message.
Nodes in the distributed system who are experiencing faults or have crashed will be
detected by the other participating nodes in the system. This is due to the fact that
these nodes will have a harder time to respond to the failure detector messages of
other nodes.
4
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Through this baseline algorithmic approach, crashed nodes in the distributed system
can be detected and handled. This will allow other distributed algorithms to be
able to continue operating even in situations of crashed participating nodes. An
unreliable failure detector is a failure detector that will provide the node with a list
of participating nodes in the system which it suspects of having crashed [6].

1.6

What is Self-Stabilization?

The research area of self-stabilization is part of the general research area of faulttolerance [7]. Research in the area of fault-tolerance for distributed systems often
focuses on the common faults, such as communication faults, packet loss, link failures
and crashing of nodes. Meanwhile, the research area of self-stabilization focuses on
arbitrary transient faults. An arbitrary transient fault is as mentioned, a fault that
can corrupt communication channels or nodes in the system. These transient faults
can cause the system to temporarily violate the assumptions according to which the
system were designed to operate in [38].
An example of an arbitrary transient fault could be a memory corruption which can
change the value of a variable in the system, for example a counter variable. This
transient fault could cause the system to leave its legitimate state due to an invalid
variable value. A distributed system with self-stabilization will be able to handle
this fault and return the system to a legitimate state within a finite time window
[7].

1.7

What is a Global Reset Mechanism?

Arbitrary transient faults can as mentioned change the value of a variable in the
system to an arbitrary value. If this transient fault causes a variable to be close
to the max integer value of the system (264 ), there is a risk of integer overflow. A
global reset mechanism can be used to handle these situations and prevent integer
overflow by resetting variables for the entire distributed system in conjunction [9].
Global reset mechanism is not needed outside the context of self-stabilization. Rather,
global reset mechanism and self-stabilization operate together in order to provide
fault-tolerant operation of distributed systems. This is mainly due to the fact that
a variable counter will realistically never reach the max integer value of 264 in a
reasonable time window without a transient fault.

1.8

Related Work

Paxos is a published algorithm by Lamport [34], which provides a distributed system of nodes to reach a consensus over an asynchronous network. The proposed
algorithm by Lamport does not make use of any large element from the research
area of fault-tolerance and hence lacks properties for more fault-tolerant systems.

5
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The Paxos algorithm is also unbounded which can induce system failures in the case
of arbitrary transient faults or long run times, depending on the system.
Algorithms in the research area of self-stabilization often build on top of already existing algorithms for distributed systems or distributed computation. In some cases
these algorithms have already started the implementation of certain fault-tolerant
practices. Research of self-stabilization applies further fault-tolerant practices along
with solutions for recovery after the occurrence of the last arbitrary transient faults
in order to make the algorithms self-stabilizing.
The failure detector of this project is a further development of Mostéfaoui et al. [41]
research of a failure detector which in turn builds on work by Chandra et al. [6] who
developed the unreliable failure detector class. The self-stabilizing consensus algorithms proposed by Lundström et al. [38, 39] builds on proposed non-self-stabilizing
binary consensus algorithms by Guerraoui et al. [30] and non-self-stabilizing multivalued consensus algorithms by Mostéfaoui et al. [42]. Lundström et al. also
expands on research by Zhang et al. [50] who demonstrate a bounded solution for
the consensus problem, needed in order to prevent overflow problems of unbounded
algorithms.
For the area of state-machine replication, there have been proposed attempts by
Dolev et al. [11] to deliver self-stabilizing state-machine replication solutions. However, these solutions do not meet Dijkstra’s criteria for self-stabilization [7]. Hence,
the algorithms provided by Lundström et al. [39], which are implemented in this
project, aims to provide a fully self-stabilizing state-machine replication solution.
We note that earlier solutions appeared in [12, 18, 23, 22, 21].
There also exists solutions to coordination of nodes over a network. One example
of this is Zookeeper [31], which provides a centralized service for coordination of a
system of nodes. However, a centralized solution creates a critical point of failure in
the system design and is not optimal for a fault-tolerant focused distributed system.
Other solutions in the area of self-stabilization include the following: Byzantinetolerant Binary Consensus [27], Consensus for Shared-memory Systems [17], Atomic
Snapshot[26, 36], Global Reset [25, 19], Vector Clocks [46], Quorum Reconfiguration
[8, 10], Control Plains [3, 28], Reliable Communication [16], Virtual Traffic Lights
[5, 40, 44, 47, 48, 20, 21, 13, 14, 15, 49] and Programming Agents [1].

1.9

Our Contribution

We provide, to the best of our knowledge, the first implementation and evaluation
of a self-stabilizing emulation of state-machine replication built on self-stabilizing
consensus algorithms researched by Lundström et al [38, 39]. Our implementation
also incorporates a global reset mechanism proposed by Dolev et al [9].
Our corresponding evaluation of the implementation shows that the implemented
distributed system is able to perform its service while also experiencing faults including communication problems, crashing of nodes and arbitrary transient faults
6
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(Chapter 4). The results presented in this thesis show that the system’s performance scales decreasingly to the number of nodes in the system and that safety and
liveness is guaranteed. However, it is also evident that the local evaluation environment presents challenges in terms of single computer hardware bottlenecks which
are clearly seen when a larger number of nodes are introduced into the system, more
specifically in our case more than 7 nodes. The evaluation demonstrates that the
recent advancements in the research area of self-stabilization and fault-tolerance can
contribute to real-world distributed systems with increased levels of overall faulttolerance, making current systems more robust against faults and failures.

1.10

Document Structure

This first chapter has provided basic theoretical information needed to understand
the basics of distributed systems and self-stabilization in order to better understand
the rest of the thesis. Chapter 2 presents the algorithm stack implemented by us and
the architecture needed for the implemented system to operate correctly. Chapter
3 gives an overview on how the distributed system and its algorithm stack was
implemented. Chapter 4 explains the evaluation environment and the evaluation
performed on the distributed system to ensure that the implementation is according
to the specification, while Chapter 5 presents the results of the evaluation. The
thesis will conclude with a conclusion in Chapter 6.

7
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2
The System
This chapter presents the algorithm stack and the including algorithms, as well as
the system architecture that provides service of self-stabilizing emulation of statemachine replication.

2.1

The System Architecture

The distributed system which this
project implements consists of an architecture containing a stack of distributed algorithms. Every algorithm in
the stack provides services for the algorithms in the upper tiers of the stack.
The architecture of algorithms function
in unison in order to create a distributed
system which can provide the service
of a self-stabilizing emulation of statemachine replication [39]. The architecture is identically replicated on every
participating node in the system, meaning that all nodes have a independent
local version of the entire stack available and running on the specific nodes
host computer. The stack of algorithms
operate and progress through communication with the asynchronous message- Figure 2.1: Architecture Stack of Algopassing system between the participat- rithms
ing nodes in the distributed system.
Message-passing over the network which the distributed system operates in, is the
only form of communication between the nodes. The algorithmic stack included in
the architecture can be found in Figure 2.1. Following is a base bottom-up explanation of the algorithmic stack.
(1) The User Datagram Protocol (UDP) [45] is represented at the bottom of the
stack, as it is the building block protocol for all asynchronous message-passing in
the distributed system (Section 2.2 ).
9
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(2) One step above the UDP in the stack, there is the self-stabilizing uniform reliable
broadcast [37] which is used to guarantee delivery of specific broadcasted messages
in a self-stabilizing manner (Section 2.3 ).
(3) The self-stabilizing failure detector [38] is responsible for detecting faulty nodes in
and electing a leader from the non-faulty participating nodes of the system (Section
2.4 ).
(4) The self-stabilizing binary consensus [38] is used together with the failure detector
to reach an agreement on a binary value v amongst the non-faulty participating
nodes (Section 2.5 ).
(5) By using x instances of the binary consensus, where x is the number of participating nodes, the self-stabilizing multivalued consensus [39] can provide the system
with the service of a consensus to reach an agreement on any integer value v (Section
2.6 ).
(6) On the top of the algorithm stack is the self-stabilizing state-machine replication
[39]. This algorithm uses the multivalued consensus from a layer below to reach an
agreement on the next state S 0 of the distributed system. Once a consensus has
been reached, the participating nodes will transition from the current state S to S 0
agreed to in the consensus (Section 2.7 ).
(7) Connected to all algorithms in the architecture is a global reset mechanism [9],
which will monitor variables from all algorithms in the stack and initialize a global
reset if an integer overflow is imminent (Section 2.8 ).
The system is able to provide the service of a self-stabilizing emulated state-machine
replication as long as a quorum of the participating nodes are considered to be nonfaulty. Through the self-stabilization of the algorithm stack, the entire distributed
system can be fault-tolerant and self-stabilizing.

2.2

User Datagram Protocol

At the basis of almost all distributed systems which operate in asynchronous networks and utilize asynchronous message-passing systems, there is the User Datagram
Protocol (UDP) [45]. It is through this protocol that all message-passing between
participating nodes in the system is done. All algorithms in the stack that the architecture includes utilizes UDP when communicating with other participating nodes
in the distributed system. Each node in the system is going to operate from a socket
on the computer which the node is running on. It is from this socket which the node
is sending and receiving messages (UDPs). Prior to starting the system, every participating node will have knowledge of the IP addresses and sockets of everyone in
the system. Everyone will also have an assigned node ID that is known by every participating node in the system. This information allows the nodes to send messages
between each other using UDP. The nodes can send messages to specific nodes or
broadcast messages to a set of nodes or all nodes. Broadcasting messages utilizing
only UDP is referred to as Unreliable Broadcast. This broadcast does not spend any
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extra resources on ensuring that the message will arrive at the target destination.
Hence, Unreliable Broadcast does not guarantee delivery of sent messages.

2.3

Self-Stabilizing Uniform Reliable Broadcast

Above the User Datagram Protocol in the algorithm stack of the architecture, there is
the Self-Stabilizing Uniform Reliable Broadcast 1 algorithm by Lundström et al [37].
This uniform reliable broadcast (URB) implementation provides the architecture
and the system with the ability to broadcast messages with a guaranteed delivery to
every non-faulty participating node in the distributed system, while also being able
to handle arbitrary transient faults. Compared to unreliable broadcasts, the URB
will guarantee that the message will be delivered at the receiving nodes. The algorithms of this architecture utilizes the self-stabilizing uniform reliable broadcast for
messages which it needs to have guarantees that they will reach other participating
nodes. The utilization of self-stabilizing uniform reliable broadcast does use more
network resources compared to unreliable broadcasts. This is due to the fact that
self-stabilizing uniform reliable broadcast sends more messages to guarantee delivery.

2.4

Self-Stabilizing Failure Detector

As the distributed system operates in an asynchronous network with asynchronous
message-passing between the participating nodes, it is difficult to differentiate a nonresponding node from a crashed node, it can be the case that the non-responding
node is just slow [41]. In our system we utilize a Self-Stabilizing Failure Detector
proposed by Lundström et al. [38] to solve and circumvent the problems of detecting
crashed nodes in asynchronous networks. In addition to detecting crashed nodes in
the system, the failure detector will be able to provide the system with an elected
leader from the participating nodes. This leader is eventually shared amongst all
non-faulty participating nodes.
The self-stabilizing failure detector operates by using unreliable broadcasts when
communicating over the network. Hence, no resources are spent on guaranteeing
delivery of sent broadcasts. Every participating node is going to have an individual
failure detector running locally. The detector will include its local information about
suspicious nodes in the messages sent. This ensures that local knowledge is shared
with the non-faulty nodes in the system. Through this process the information of
the detectors is propagated in the system, which allows the participating nodes to
view the system in the same way.
The failure detector (see Algorithm 1 ) achieves its task with one main variable over
continuous communication rounds. The variable is an array named counti []. The
array is used to keep a count on the number of times a node has been suspected.
Every index of the counti [] array represents a participating node, a node’s position is
equal to its own node ID - 1. The counti [] array can be used to elect a leader for the
1

Implementation provided by O. Lundström and C. Kou (Chalmers, 2020) [35, 37].
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system. This is achieved by electing the node with the least number of suspicions
in the array, in other words, the node with the best performance.
The detector completes three steps for each communication round:
1. In the first step, the local node will continuously broadcast an ALIVE message
containing counti [] and wait for a quorum of RESPONSE messages from other
nodes to the broadcasted ALIVE message. The RESPONSE message contains
the responding nodes countj [] array and a list of responders to pj previous
communication rounds ALIVE broadcast.
2. The second step consists of merging the list of responders to the local nodes
ALIVE message with the ones received in the RESPONSE messages of the
same communication round. If a node pk is not in this merged list, then this
node has failed to respond to an ALIVE message. This is a sign that the
node might be experiencing faults, hence pi will increment counti [pk ] which
will increase the suspicion level of the node pk .
3. In the final step and third step before starting the next communication round,
the local node pi will save the responders of this rounds broadcasted ALIVE
message. This list is sent in future RESPONSE messages for the received
ALIVE broadcasts.
When the nodes receive ALIVE from other nodes in the system, the receiving node
will merge the local array counti [] with the received countj []. This is done through
taking the maximum for each position in the two arrays. This process allows the
information of suspicious nodes to be shared among all non-faulty nodes in the
system.
The self-stabilizing failure detector also includes a δ value. This value is specific to
the system specifications, which the detector is coupled together with. The decided
δ value is used together with a check() function which inspects the counti [] array
for arbitrary transient faults. If a gap between two values in the array is larger
than δ, there is a possibility that a transient fault has occurred. If this is the case,
the check() function will restore the counti [] array to a non-transient fault state.
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1

Algorithm 1: Pseudo-Code for Self-Stabilizing Failure Detector for pi . For a
full in-depth and detailed algorithm, see reference [38].
Local constants, variables and their initialization:

2
3

4

5

6

macro check(); /* checks the count array for violations of maximum allowed
gap (δ) */
operation leader(); /* select the node with least number of suspicions for
leader */
recFrom := P ; /* a list of the nodes who responded to the most recent ALIVE
round */
count[0..n − 1] := [0..0]; /* the array for the number of suspicions on each node
*/

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

do forever begin
Broadcast ALIVE();
Wait for RESPONSE() from quorum;
foreach node pk that did not respond:
Increment count[k] by one;
Store the nodes who responded in recFrom;
Check for δ violations in count[] with check();
upon ALIVE() arrival from pj begin
Merge the local count with the one received;
Check for δ violations in count[] with check();
Answer pj by sending RESPONSE() back;
upon RESPONSE() arrival from pj begin
Merge the local count with the one received;
Check for δ violations in count[] with check();

2.5

Self-Stabilizing Zero-Degrading Indulgent Binary Consensus

The Self-Stabilizing Zero-Degrading Indulgent Binary Consensus proposed by Lundström et al. [38] is a fundamental part of the implemented distributed system. The
algorithm provides a binary consensus service which is both zero-degrading and indulgent. By zero-degrading it is meant that a failure of one consensus round has no
impact on future runs of the algorithm. The indulgent property of the algorithms
means that an arbitrary behavior of the failure detector never violates the safety
requirements, even if it compromises the system’s liveness [29]. The algorithm will
provide the system with a binary consensus for a value v ∈ [0, 1].
Communication in the algorithm is done by using both unreliable broadcasts and
self-stabilizing uniform reliable broadcasts (URB). Uniform reliable broadcasts are
used to broadcast the result of the consensus, this is done in order to ensure that
every non-faulty participating node gets the consensus results.
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The implementation of the consensus algorithm utilizes five main variables in its
operation and two phases. (1) ri is the current local round number for the current
run of the consensus. (2) the estimate array, est[0..2] contains three variables. est[0]
is the value proposed to the consensus by the local node. est[1] is the consensus value
reached in the first phase. est[2] is the consensus value reached in the second phase
and also the result of the binary consensus. (3) myLeader is the current elected
leader of the system, supplied by the self-stabilizing failure detector. (4) newR is
the aggregated round number, if this is larger than ri , then the new ri will be newR.
The aggregated round number is received from other nodes in the systems through
broadcasts from other non-faulty nodes. This ensures that a slow node will get the
aggregated round number from other nodes when receiving messages. (5) The final
variable is txDes, which is the uniform reliable broadcast transmission descriptor.
It will allow us to check if an URB transmission has finished or if it is still being
dealt with by other nodes.
The operation of the self-stabilizing binary consensus (see Algorithm 2 ) consists
of two phases (0 and 1). When initializing a run of the binary consensus, est[] is
set to [v,⊥,⊥] before starting the consensus, where v is the proposed value by the
local node. Before entering the first phase of the algorithm, it will check if there
already exists a result on est[2]. If that is the case, then the algorithm will URB
the consensus results if no other URB is active. The algorithm will also fetch the
current elected leader from the failure detector and update the current consensus
round number.
1. In phase 0, the node will broadcast est[0] using unreliable broadcast, until
n − t phase 0 messages have been received with matching round number r,
from unique nodes. One of the unique nodes needs to be the elected leader.
If a majority of the messages received has the same elected leader as the local
node, then est[1] ← v, where v is the received value in the broadcast from the
leader. If a majority did not have the same elected leader, then est[1] ← ⊥.
2. In phase 1, the node will broadcast est[1] using unreliable broadcast, until
n − t phase 1 messages have been received with matching round number r,
from unique nodes. If all phase 1 messages contain the same est[1] value, the
node will decide on the value in est[1] and use URB to broadcast the consensus
result. If the responses contains both a value and/or ⊥, then the consensus
will restart phase 0 with est[0] set to the value in est[1].
When receiving a phase broadcast from a node pj and this broadcast contains an
est[1] value. The node will check if the local est[1] = ⊥. If that is the case, the node
can update the local est[1] with the value from the broadcast. If the received phase
message was a broadcast, a response is also sent to the broadcasting node.
Once a node receives a URB containing a consensus result v, the node will check
if there already is a local result in est[2]. If not, then the node will put the value
v from the URB in est[2], est[2] ← v. This process allows the set of participating
nodes to reach a binary consensus as long as there is a quorum of non-faulty nodes.
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1

Algorithm 2: Pseudo-Code for Self-stabilizing Indulgent Zero-degrading Binary
Consensus for pi . For full in-depth and detailed algorithm, see reference [38].
Local constants, variables and their initialization:

2
3
4
5

est[] = [⊥,⊥,⊥];
myLeader = ⊥;
operation: propose(v) := est[v,⊥,⊥];

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

while true do
If est[2] 6= ⊥ ∧ txDes = false:
urbBroadcast(DECIDE(est[2]));
continue;
Get leader ID from failure detector;
r = max(r, newR);
repeat broadcast PHASE 0(r, est[0], leader) until: /* Phase 0 */
n − t (majority) received phase 0 messages with matching r;
received phase 0 broadcast from leader with matching r;
If majority of phase 0 messages had the same leader as local node:
est[1] ← est[0] received from leader;
repeat broadcast PHASE 1(r, est[1], leader) until: /* Phase 1 */
n − t (majority) received phase 1 messages with matching r;
Let rec = [est[1] values received in phase 1 ];
If rec = [v] → urbBroadcast(DECIDE(v));
If rec = [v,⊥] → est[0] = v;
If rec = [⊥] → continue;
upon PHASE n(r, est[1], leader) from pj begin
if Phase 1 ∧ est[1] = ⊥ then est[1] ← v (from phase message);
if Phase n was a broadcast then respond Phase n to pj ;
upon DECIDE(v) from pj begin
if est[2] = ⊥:
est[2] ← v;

2.6

Self-Stabilizing Multivalued Consensus

For the Self-Stabilizing Emulation of State-Machine Replication to be able to create
a consensus among the set of nodes, on the transition from the current state S to
the next state S 0 , the set of nodes need a multivalued consensus. A multivalued
consensus allows for the distributed system to reach an agreement on any integer
value v, compared to a binary value.
The Self-Stabilizing Multivalued Consensus provided by Lundström et al. [39] continues on the implementation of and utilizes the self-stabilizing binary consensus as
a building block, in order to provide a solution to the multivalued consensus problem. The proposed algorithm uses x instances (or objects) of the aforementioned
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self-stabilizing binary consensus solution, where x is the number of nodes in the distributed system. Every instance of the binary consensus has its own set of variables,
explained in section 2.5. The instances can also be identified through a sequence
number in [0, . . . , x − 1].
The implementation of the algorithm utilizes three main variables in its operation
to achieve a multivalued consensus. (1) The proposals[] array keeps the integer
value proposals made by every node pk in the distributed system. Hence, every
node has a unique position in the array (pk position is proposals[pk ]). (2) The BC[]
array stores all the x instances of the binary consensus for the specific system. (3)
The final variable is txDes, which is the uniform reliable broadcast transmission
descriptor. It will allow us to check if an URB transmission has finished or if it is
still being dealt with by other nodes.
The algorithm (see Algorithm 3 ) operates by proposing an integer value. This is
achieved through self-stabilizing uniform reliable broadcasting of the nodes proposed
integer value v, let us refer to this broadcast as a proposalU RB(v). The usage of
URB ensures the delivery of the sent proposal from the sending node. When a node
pi in the system receives a proposalU RB(v) from pk in the system, pi will store
the proposal in proposalsi [pk ]. If the first self-stabilizing binary consensus instance
(BC[0]) is not already activated and running, the node will start the consensus
process by activating the first binary consensus instance. The algorithm will continuously activate binary consensus instances iteratively until an instance of the binary
consensus returns the results v = 1. The same index in BC[i] which returned the
result v = 1, is going to be used to select the reached consensus value from the
proposals[i]. If proposals[i] = ⊥ or if all of the instances of BC[] return the result
v = 0, then the consensus has failed and needs to be restarted. The proposal array
can be ⊥ if the issued node did not propose any integer value for the consensus, or
if network faults caused the consensus to finish before the proposal had arrived at
every node in the distributed system.
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1

Algorithm 3: Pseudo-Code for Self-Stabilizing Multivalued Consensus for pi .
For full in-depth and detailed algorithm, see reference [39].
Local constants, variables and their initialization:

2
3
4
5
6

v = ⊥; /* local proposal value */
proposals[] = ⊥-s; /* array of arriving proposals */
BC[]; /* array of x binary consensus objects */
txDes = ⊥; /* URB transmission descriptor for decision sharing */

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

do forever begin
If v 6= ⊥ ∧ txDes = false:
urbBroadcast(PROPOSAL(v));
Wait for BC[i] to return result; /* i = 0 */
If BC[i] = 0:
activate BC[i + 1];
If BC[i] = 1:
return proposals[i];
consensus finished;
If i = N umberOf N odes:
consensus failure;
restart consensus;
upon PROPOSAL(v) from pj begin
let proposals[pj ] = v:
If BC[0] 6= active:
activate binary consensus instance BC[0];

2.7

Emulated State-Machine Replication using TotalOrder Broadcast

The underlying stack of self-stabilizing distributed algorithms is used to implement
a Self-Stabilizing Emulation of State-Machine Replication proposed by Lundström
et al. [39]. In its essential form, the emulated state-machine replication will continuously use the self-stabilizing multivalued consensus to reach an agreement on the
transition from the current state S of the distributed system to the next state S 0 .
The multivalued consensus will in return use the self-stabilizing failure detector and
the self-stabilizing binary consensus in order to achieve its task of a consensus on an
integer value. From this perspective, it can be seen how the algorithm stack together
provides the functionalities required to implement the self-stabilizing emulation of
state-machine replication.
The emulation of state-machine replication uses total-order broadcast based on the
self-stabilizing uniform reliable broadcast in order to send ordered messages with
unique sequence numbers. In order not to flood the networks communication channel
or the nodes with self-stabilizing uniform reliable broadcasts which use more network
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resources, total-order broadcasts are only sent once per a given time window. The
time window is based on an estimation of the round trip time, ensuring that a
broadcasted total-order message has a chance of reaching the target before a new
uniform reliable broadcast is made. When a node pj receives total-order messages,
the node will put the them in a sorted and ordered bag of undelivered messages.
The algorithm utilizes a synchronization phase, where every non-faulty participating
node in the system will broadcast the maximum consecutive undelivered sequence
number received. Through this process, the non-faulty nodes will be able to discover
the maximum consecutive undelivered sequence number shared amongst the nodes
in the system. This sequence number can be proposed to the multivalued consensus
and if a consensus can be reached, then the participating nodes can deliver the
messages up to and including the sequence number from the bag of undelivered
messages to the state-machine. This process ensures that the new state S 0 , which
includes the recent delivered messages is replicated and shared between the nonfaulty nodes in the distributed system. In other words, a state-machine replication.
The algorithm (see Algorithm 4 ) for self-stabilizing emulation of state-machine replication operates by using three instances (or objects) of the self-stabilizing multivalued consensus. Each of these objects have in turn x binary consensus objects
available (where x is the number of nodes in the system). Three instances of the
multivalued consensus is used to have the algorithm be bounded in the number of
available instances. This is to prevent overflow problems from a system operating
over longer run-times, using an unbounded number of multivalued instances. Hence,
at any given time, a maximum of two multivalued consensus instances are active.
The instances are recycled, garbage collected and reset for re-use. This makes the
algorithm bounded with the number of multivalued instances used.
As aforementioned, the algorithm utilizes a synchronization phase to find a common
denominator with the maximum consecutive undelivered sequence number shared
amongst the nodes in the system. This phase also provides the participating nodes
with the information of which the latest completed multivalued consensus instance
each node has accessed. This allows the nodes to know when everyone in the system
is on the same instance, which also allows for a new instance to be initialized (with
proposalU RB(v), see Section 2.6 ) and the old used instance to be recycled, garbage
collected and reset for re-use. The synchronization phase also allows for nodes that
have experienced faults but recovered to gain information and update itself with the
current state of the state-machine and the current activated multivalued consensus
instances. In case of faults which cause wrongful activation of the instances, a trigger
exists which resets all three multivalued consensus instances.
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1

Algorithm 4: Pseudo-Code for Emulated State-Machine Replication using
Total-Order Broadcast for pi . For full in-depth and detailed algorithm, see reference [39].
Local constants, variables and their initialization:

2
3
4
5
6

currentInstance; /* last sequence of the instance result read */
allInstance[]; /* currentInstance of nodes in the system */
maxReady; /* local maximum consecutive undelivered sequence number */
allM axReady[]; /* maximum consecutive undelivered sequence number of
nodes in system */

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

while true do
repeat broadcast SYNC until:
SYNCack received from all non-faulty nodes with matching r;
let v = min(allM axReady[]);
If foreach non-faulty pk ;
allInstance[pk ] = currentInstance ∨ (currentInstance + 1) mod 3 ;
Then urbBroadcast(PROPOSAL(v));
upon SYNC(r) from pj begin
Send SYNCack(maxReady, currentInstance, r) to pj ;
upon SYNCack(maxReady, currentInstance, r) from pj begin
if matching r;
allM axReady[pj ] = maxReady;
allInstance[pj ] = currentInstance;

2.8

Global Reset Mechanism

The stack explained in the sections above can together provide a distributed system
for Self-Stabilizing Emulation of State-Machine Replication. However, for the system
to be completely self-stabilizing, there is a need for a global reset mechanism. This is
due to the fact that the listed algorithms in the stack utilizes unbounded variables
which are not reset together with the instances, for example counters. It is not
viable to suppose that these counters would reach integer overflow limits (264 ) from
normal operation, it would take too much time. An arbitrary transient fault could
however cause variables to jump to a value close to the integer overflow and risk
system malfunction if it were to reach it. Hence, a global reset mechanism is not
needed outside the context of self-stabilization. However, it is a requirement for a
fully self-stabilizing system.
An algorithm (see Algorithm 5 ) for Global Reset Mechanism is provided by Dolet
et al. [9], which is a self-stabilizing state-transition for global reset mechanism. The
algorithm operates by continuously monitoring unbounded variables. If a variable is
at risk of integer overflow, a global reset mechanism will be invoked. The mechanism
will transition every non-faulty participating node in the system through a series of
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six states in a synchronized manner. This allows the system to reset the variables to
a safe configuration in the final state of the synchronized mechanism, in conjunction
with each other, ensuring that everyone resets the variables at the same time. The
synchronized transition is carried out through a process where the participating
nodes echo their current state in the reset mechanism. This allows the nodes to
know the mechanism state of every non-faulty node in the system. Once everyone is
in the same state, they can transition to the next state in the mechanism together.
In the case of a fault, where a participating node falls out of order in the mechanism
state transition, meaning that a node is two states behind or two states in front of
any other node in the system. Then the entire reset mechanism will restart for every
non-faulty node.

1

Algorithm 5: Pseudo-Code for Global Reset Mechanism for pi . For full in-depth
and detailed algorithm, see reference [9].
Local constants, variables and their initialization:

2
3
4
5

myCurrentState = 0; /* my current state */
echoStates[]; /* current state of other nodes in the system */
macro transition(myCurrentState); /* 1 → 2 | 2 → 3 | 3 → 4 | 5 → 0 */

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

while true do
If reset needed ∧ foreach non-faulty pk ;
echoStates[pk ] = 0;
Then myCurrentState = 1;
If foreach non-faulty pk ;
echoStates[pk ] = myCurrentState ∨ (myCurrentState + 1) mod 5;
Then myCurrentState = transition(myCurrentState);
If ∃ pk ∧ non-faulty;
echoStates[pk ] = 1 ∧ myCurrentState = 0;
Then myCurrentState = 1;
If myCurrentState == 5;
reset unbounded variables;
Broadcast ECHO(myCurrentState);
upon ECHO(myCurrentState) from pj begin
echoStates[pj ] = myCurrentState;
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Implementation of the System
This chapter presents how the system and architecture is implemented in the programming language RUST and how it is able to provide the service of self-stabilizing
emulation of state-machine replication.

3.1

The Programming Language RUST

This project was implemented in the programming language RUST [32]. RUST
is a statically typed language which was used for the implementation of the selfstabilizing uniform reliable broadcast, due to the fact that RUST was developed for
performance focused systems. This thesis project continues the utilization of RUST
due to the legacy code and a set of good characteristics such as safe concurrency
operations between threads and no run-time or garbage collection for improved
performance. RUST also has a rich type system which includes a ownership model
with both memory and thread-safety. These characteristics in combination with the
legacy infrastructure allows RUST to be a suitable programming language for this
thesis project which aims to increase fault-tolerance of distributed systems.

3.2

Threads

The implementation which provides the service of a self-stabilizing emulation of
state-machine replication is constructed by using two threads. One thread is used
for running the algorithms while the other one is responsible for handling the communication. The two threads will in conjunction provide the service of a self-stabilizing
emulated state-machine replication. The implementation is divided into two threads
for efficiency. The algorithms send a large quantity of messages and hence, also receive a large quantity. This is occurring while the algorithms also have to complete
computations. For this reason, the implementation is divided between two threads,
the algorithm thread and the communication thread.

3.2.1

Algorithm

The algorithm thread operates the majority of algorithms in the architecture stack.
Specifically, the thread handles the computation of the algorithms from the failure
detector to the state-machine replication in the stack. When an algorithm in the
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stack, which is controlled by the thread, needs to send or broadcast a message, the
algorithm calls a function with the data it wants included in the message, what type
of message it is (e.g. alive or sync) and if the message should be broadcast or direct
message to a specific node. This information is transferred to the communication
thread which sends the message through the message-passing system. For messages
that need to be broadcast using self-stabilizing URB, a separate function is called.
The algorithm thread also continuously asks the communication thread to fetch new
messages from its buffer and hand over the data and original sender to the algorithm
thread. Through this method, the thread can receive new messages and complete
computations on the data and progress in the algorithm.

3.2.2

Communication

The thread responsible for communication handles all message-passing, which includes sending and receiving UDPs at the socket level. It continuously listens to
the socket for incoming UDPs and stores them in respective buffers depending on
the type of message (e.g. alive or sync). When the algorithm thread requests a
new alive message, the communication thread can fetch a message from the correct
buffer and transfer it to the algorithm thread.
The communication thread also handles the self-stabilizing uniform reliable broadcast algorithm [37]. The algorithm thread sends uniform reliable broadcasts through
a function call, which in turn tells the communication thread to send an URB using
the self-stabilizing algorithm. The communication thread runs the algorithm continuously in order to ensure delivery of messages sent as URBs. Figure 3.1 shows
an example of operations between the two threads.

Figure 3.1: Example of operations between the Communication and Algorithm
threads.
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Evaluation
The evaluation chapter is divided into two main parts. Firstly, the evaluation environment is described and its use explained. Secondly, the experiment plan describes
the details of the experiments, the manner in which the experiments will be carried
out and what data we will gather.

4.1

Evaluation Environment

The evaluation of the implementation was completed in a local evaluation environment, using a local machine. The local environment allows us to deploy our
application for easy verification of our implementation of the research. Through
this environment we can perform both validation of the research and evaluate the
performance of our implementation.
The environment operates by assigning an individual socket for each participating
node part of the current evaluation configuration on the local machine. A unique
ID is also assigned to each node operating on a socket address. The nodes communicate with each other over the loop-back interface address (127.0.0.1) by using
the message-passing system. The participating nodes have information about each
other’s ID and socket addresses from the initialisation of the evaluation configuration.
Through this environment, we are able to validate if the research and implementation
is performing according to the specifications of the research papers. The environment
also allows us to log data from the evaluations runs for inspection and analysis
of the implementation’s performance. In order to evaluate self-stabilization and
fault-tolerance, faults can be manually inserted through executing a piece of code
while the implementation is running within the evaluation environment. This allows
us to evaluate how the implementation handles faults and if they are handled in
accordance with the specifications.

4.2

Experiment Plan

When evaluating the system there are many different types of experiments which
can be carried out to test both the functionality of the algorithms as well as their
performance. For this reason an experiment plan is utilized. The experiment plan of
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our implementation will provide information needed to answer the research questions
of this thesis:
• Is the recent research in the area of self-stabilization and fault-tolerance valid
and correct?
• If the research is valid and correct, then what is the performance of our implementation in relation to the systems latency and throughput?
Our evaluation criteria consider the ability to handle the faults (fault-tolerance)
explained in the fault model and the time for algorithm operations to complete (latency). Due to the fact that the distributed system continuously makes invocations
for new operations from algorithms in the stack, we can provide information about
the systems throughput i.e. the number of operations completed over a period of
time, by inverting the data gathered from the latency experiments. We also consider the scalability of the system, i.e. how the performance of our implementation
is affected by the increase of participating nodes in our experiments.
Evaluation and experiments will be executed in the local evaluation environment.
For the experiments, 5 different configurations of participating nodes will be used.
The five configurations consist of 3, 5, 7, 9 and 11 participating nodes. The reason
for these configurations is due to the fact that the quorum of the system is calculated
with t = n/2, where n is the number of nodes and t is the number of nodes that
are allowed to be faulty. The quorum is used in the algorithms for finding and/or
waiting for a set of nodes. At the different configuration, the number of nodes
needed for this set changes. This is how the number of nodes in the configurations
was selected.

4.3

Experiment description

This section provides a detailed list of experiments part of the experiment plan.

4.3.1

Latency

The list for latency related experiments includes the following:
1. Latency of the self-stabilizing failure detector. The binary consensus
algorithm depends on having a reliable leader in the system in order to function
properly. This is why it is important for the system to have a failure detector
which is reliable and has a low latency in order to facilitate decision making.
This is due to the fact that if different nodes follow different leaders, the binary
consensus algorithm will not come to an agreement on a shared value.
The performance of the failure detector is only impacted by a slow node if
that node is needed in the quorum for the majority. A slow node can be
described as a node with a lower ability to respond, this can be due to message
transmission time or CPU constraints. This means that the performance of
the failure detector is expected to be high and therefore the latency to be
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low even if more nodes are introduced. When running the experiment locally
we expect that the biggest factor for its performance is the hardware which
eventually will become a bottleneck and it will result in a significant jump in
latency when this happens.
We define latency for the failure detector as the time from the event of the
current leader failure to the time a new leader has been observed by all working nodes. The experiment was repeated for a total of 10 times, with best
and worst cases removed in order to calculate an average latency for each
configuration.
2. Latency of the self-stabilizing binary consensus. The latency of the
self-stabilizing binary consensus is the pillar for the self-stabilizing multivalued consensus and therefore also for the self-stabilizing emulated state-machine
replication implementation. Because of this we expect the latency of the binary
consensus to be lower than the latency for multivalued consensus. Furthermore, we expect the latency to increase significantly since there is a need to
coordinate with all of the working nodes and therefore the amount of messages
needed will grow significantly based on how many nodes are in the system.
The latency of the binary consensus is defined as the time from when a proposal to the consensus was made, until a consensus was reached from the
perspective of each node. An average latency was calculated for each configuration by taking the latency of 100 consecutive consensus agreements for each
configuration of nodes.
3. Latency of the self-stabilizing multivalued consensus. The latency of
the self-stabilizing multivalued consensus is an important metric since this algorithm is continuously used by the emulated state-machine replication for
reaching agreement on the next state transition. The latency experiment will
provide an indication on the system’s ability to continuously reach a multivalued consensus agreement. Similarly to the binary consensus algorithm
we expect the latency to grow significantly based on the number of nodes in
the system, due to the fact that the quorum size will increase as an effect of
increased message cost with more participating nodes.
Latency is defined as the time from the event of a multivalued proposal until
a consensus was reached from the perspective of each node. Similar to the
binary consensus experiment, an average latency was calculated for each configuration by taking the latency of 100 consecutive consensus agreements for
each configuration of nodes.
4. Latency of the global reset mechanism. We measure the latency of
the global reset mechanism in order to understand how long it takes for the
distributed system to reset a variable and how this time scales with the increase
of participating nodes. The latency of this part of the stack is important, due
to the fact that the system cannot progress while a global reset is occurring.
In terms for the global reset mechanism, the latency is defined as, the time
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from the event of a node issuing a global reset until the last node has reset
the variable to a safe state, i.e. the time for the entire system to reset the
variable. An average latency was calculated by gathering the latency of the
global reset mechanism 10 times for each configuration, with best and worst
case removed. This provides us with an indication of the average time for our
implementation to reset the distributed system with an increasing number of
participating nodes.

4.3.2

Throughput

The list for throughput related experiments includes the following:
5. Throughput of the self-stabilizing state-machine replication. The selfstabilizing emulation of state-machine replication utilizes the entire algorithm
stack in order to provide its state-machine service. It is therefore of interest to
gather information on the throughput of the service, in order to demonstrate
how many state transition operations the system can complete under a given
time period.
We define the throughput as the number of total-order deliveries completed
over a predefined period of time. We run the entire system and log the number
of deliveries completed over 400 seconds, with timestamps for each delivery.
This allows us to calculate the average time for a delivery to be made and
investigate the change in number of deliveries per second over the predefined
time period.

4.3.3

Self-stabilization and fault-tolerance

The list for self-stabilization and fault-tolerance related experiments includes the
following:
6. Node crash failures. To evaluate the system’s ability to handle crashed
nodes, we selectively suspend the operation of participating nodes. Through
this experiment we iteratively suspend the operations of one node at a time,
until we reach the threshold t, where the crashed node is required in the
quorum.
According to the specifications of the algorithms in the stack, the system
should be able operate while t < n/2. Hence, once t = n/2 the state-machine
replication is expected not to be able to reach agreements on the next state
of the distributed system. In conjunction with the experiment, the failure
detector should also be able to classify the crashed nodes as faulty.
7. Leader failure. To evaluate the system’s ability to handle the crashing of
the currently elected leader, we suspend the operation of the current leader.
Through this process we can monitor the process of the failure detector to
detect that the leader has stopped operating and that a new leader is elected.
This allows us to monitor the liveness of the system, i.e. termination.
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The failure detector in the system stack should be able to detect the suspended
leader and propagate this information throughout the system. A new leader
should automatically be elected and shared amongst all non-faulty participating nodes. The system’s ability to conduct this process is known as the
safety property of the algorithm and the performance of it is the liveness property which is described in the experiment covering the latency of the failure
detector.
8. Demonstrating recovery from synthetic memory corruption. Due
to the fact that arbitrary transient faults cannot be simulated, we instead
demonstrate the system’s ability to recover from synthetic memory corruption.
This process is accomplished by including components for fault injection into
the program code. The faults corrupt key variables such as sequence numbers
and the goal is to demonstrate that the system can handle this. This allows us
to demonstrate that the system is able to recover from the synthetic memory
corruption and return to a legal state of execution.
We demonstrate the system’s ability to handle these faults by the injection of
synthetic memory corruption faults into objects of the binary consensus and
the failure detector.
We inject components for fault injection into the program code of the binary
consensus, which modify the current round number of the activated binary
consensus instance. By design of the algorithm, the modified round number
will be shared amongst all working nodes if the modified round number is
larger than the current round number of the other nodes. If the modified
round number is lower than the current round number of the other nodes, the
node with the injected fault will just copy and use the round number of a
working node.
With the failure detector, the injection is done to the counti [] array of a participating node pi . Through the process of including components for fault
injection into the program code, we can increase some position of the array
to a large value, which should trigger the system’s arbitrary transient fault
handling. The check() function should capture this fault and return the array
to a legal state for continued operation. Note that other variables which are
not directly protected from arbitrary transient faults are handled by the global
reset mechanism [9], which resets the variable to a safe state in the case of an
arbitrary transient fault.
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Results
This chapter presents the results and discussion about the experiments performed
on the system in order to evaluate the throughput, latency and fault-tolerance of
the implementation.

5.1

Experiments results

The following is the results of the experiments described in section 4.3. The experiments demonstrate the functionality of the system in terms of fault-tolerance
and self-stabilization, while also providing an indication of the performance of the
implementation.

5.1.1

Experiment 1: Latency of the self-stabilizing failure
detector

We measure the latency of the failure detector because algorithms in the stack
depend on having a valid and reliable elected leader in the system, shared by the
working nodes. A failure detector with a high latency could cause problems or delays
in the facilitation of the decision making.
The experiment is anticipated to show a small increase in the latency, this is due to
the fact that the failure detector only requires a quorum of the fastest nodes in the
system in order to progress. Hence, if a slow node is added to the system, which is
not required in the quorum, the latency should not increase by a large margin.
The results of experiment 1 which is shown in figure 5.1 shows the latency of the selfstabilizing failure detector. We note that the performance is relatively unaffected by
the number of nodes present in the system, this is expected since the failure detector
only needs to wait for the majority quorum of the fastest nodes. However, we also
note that when 11 nodes are present in the system there is a jump in latency which
can be the case since the results are derived from this algorithm running alongside
the other parts of the system as explained in the system stack. Because of this the
hardware seems to become the bottleneck when running many nodes.
In comparison to the anticipated results, the system’s failure detector latency is
in-line with what was expected from the results beforehand.
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Figure 5.1: The result of experiment 1, showing the latency of the self-stabilizing
failure detector.

5.1.2

Experiment 2: Latency of the self-stabilizing binary
consensus

The self-stabilizing binary consensus sits at the core of the stack and is a vital
component in the system’s ability to facilitate decisions. It is directly used in conjunction with the upper layers of the stack, hence latencies in the binary consensus
will affect the total system. It is therefore of importance to measure the latency
of the binary consensus to find out how the time to reach consensus and decisions
scales with the number of participating nodes in the system.
We expect the latency of the binary consensus to notably increase with the number
of participating nodes. This is mainly because of an increase in the message cost in
order to coordinate all the working nodes through the algorithm’s phases in order
to reach a valid consensus.
The results of experiment 2 is shown in figure 5.2 which shows that the latency of the
self-stabilizing binary consensus grows significantly with the number of participating
nodes. However, it is hard to understand how much of the latency increase is due
to hardware limitations of the testing environment. Therefore the latency growth
in reality may not be as dramatic as shown in the figure.
When compared to the expected results, we find that the results provided by the
experiment closely conforms with our anticipated expectations.
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Figure 5.2: The result of experiment 2, showing the latency of the self-stabilizing
binary consensus.

5.1.3

Experiment 3: Latency of the self-stabilizing multivalued consensus

Because the application is directly linked to the multivalued consensus algorithm it
is important to evaluate its performance, this is done by measuring the latency.
We expect the latency of the multivalued consensus to be higher than the binary
consensus latency, this is because the multivalued consensus is dependent on the
binary consensus algorithm and its performance. However, as in the case for the
latency of binary consensus we also expect the latency of the multivalued consensus
to grow significantly when more nodes are introduced into the system.
The results for the latency of the self-stabilizing multivalued consensus is presented
in the graph shown in figure 5.3. The first observation that is made is that the latency
for the setup of 11 nodes is considerably higher compared to the other setups, this
is likely because the hardware becomes the bottleneck in this system since it is not
made to be run on a single machine. The results for this comes from the average of
the first 100 consensuses which also explains why the difference is mostly noticeable
in the setup for 9 and 11 nodes, this is also something which impacts the throughput
of the emulated state-machine replication which we present in figure 5.4.
When we compare the results with our expectations they confirm what we were
expecting. However, the hardware bottleneck seems to be a bit excessive specifically
for 11 nodes. This is also confirmed when checking the results for the throughput
of the self-stabilizing state-machine replication presented in experiment 5.
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Figure 5.3: The result of experiment 3 Figure 5.4: A zoomed version of figure
showing the latency of the self-stabilizing 5.3 showing latency for configurations
multivalued consensus.
with 3 to 7 nodes.

5.1.4

Experiment 4: Latency of the global reset mechanism

Due to the fact that if the global reset mechanism is invoked and activated by
a participating node, the other nodes cannot progress in any other part of the
system because of overflow risks. Hence, the latency of the global reset mechanism
is important to measure in order to find out how long the service of the system will
be down in case the mechanism needs to be activated.
The global reset mechanism is expected to get remarkably slower with an increase of
participating nodes in the system. This is mainly due to the fact that the mechanism
requires all working nodes to state-transition in unison through the mechanism’s
state-machine in order to reset the corrupted variables. Hence, the slowest node will
be the deciding factor of the latency for the global reset mechanism.
The results of experiment 4 is shown in figure 5.5 and indicates a non-linear increase
of latency as the number of nodes in the distributed system increases. Due to the
fact that the mechanism requires messages to be sent to and received by every nonfaulty node in order to execute the reset state-transition in unison, the increase in
latency can be explained by the increase of number of messages needed to be sent
in order facilitate a transition with more participating nodes.
The experiment results correlate heavily with the anticipated results, indicating that
it is most likely the slowest working node which determines the latency of the entire
global reset mechanism.
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Figure 5.5: The result of experiment 4, showing the latency of the global reset
mechanism.

5.1.5

Experiment 5: Throughput of the self-stabilizing statemachine replication

We measure the throughput of the self-stabilizing emulation of state-machine replication in order to get an understanding of the entire system’s performance. This
is due to the fact that the state-machine replication sits at the top of the stack
and utilizes every underlying algorithm to provide its service. The throughput will
give us an indication on how often the implemented state-machine will be able to
transition.
It is hard to anticipate the performance of the state-machine replication, mainly because there are several underlying algorithms whose performance affects the throughput experiment. However, since the underlying stack seems to drop in performance
with the number of participating nodes, we expect similar results from the selfstabilizing emulation of state-machine replication.
The results for the throughput of the self-stabilizing state-machine replication is
shown in figure 5.6, there are multiple observations which can be made. Firstly, the
performance is degrading when more nodes are introduced into the system. This
can be seen in the graph by observing that more deliveries are made during the same
time frame when there are fewer nodes in the system. Secondly, the performance
gets remarkably lower over time, which can be seen as the lines in figure 5.6 flatten
out when running time increase.
The results from the experiment conform to the expectation in general. The throughput get lower with more participating nodes. However, we did not expect the
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throughput to be as low for the configurations with 9 and 11 nodes as is shown
in figure 5.6. It should be noted that the hardware limitations of the environment
can have some effects on the result from the larger configurations, resulting in more
extreme results. The main reasons as to why the throughput gets lower over time is
because there is a need for more rebroadcasts due to the nature of self-stabilization
and due to the fact that the buffers get filled up.

Figure 5.6: The result of experiment 5, showing the throughput of the
self-stabilizing emulated state-machine replication. Each circle represents a
delivery.

5.1.6

Experiment 6: Crashing of participating nodes

An important aspect of the implementation is the system’s ability to handle the
crashing of participating nodes. A system which suspends its operation once a
single node has crashed cannot be considered fault-tolerant.
The anticipated results from the experiment is for the implementation to continue
operating as normal while the number of crashed nodes are less than the smallest
required quorum in the system for progress. Once the number of crashed nodes
becomes larger than the smallest quorum, the system should come to a halt.
The results from experiment 6 showed that the system was able to operate according to the specifications while the number of crashed nodes remained less than the
smallest required quorum in the system for progress. When the threshold was exceeded we observed that the state-machine was not able to come to any agreements
on the next state transition.
These results are according to specification of the algorithms in the stack. The
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self-stabilizing indulgent zero-degrading binary consensus [38] requires a quorum
of functioning nodes in the system in order to complete the two phases which are
a part of its operation. Once the number of crashed nodes exceeded the required
quorum, the distributed system came to a halt in the phases of the binary consensus
and thus the system came to a halt. This is expected since the binary consensus
algorithm is at the bottom of the stack meaning that the multivalued consensus and
the state-machine replication itself are dependent on it.

5.1.7

Experiment 7: Leader failure

A leader is required in order for the consensus algorithms to function. Hence, if the
current leader crashed due to a failure, the system should be able to elect a new
leader to continue operating.
We anticipate that once the current leader has crashed, the working nodes should
detect that the current leader is unable to respond to the failure detectors messages.
This information should also be propagated amongst the working nodes count[]
array through their messages. Once the number of suspicions on the current leader
exceeds the least suspicious node, this node will become the new elected leader of
the system.
By the process of suspending the current leader in the system as part of experiment
7, it was possible to validate the system’s ability to elect a new leader. Once a new
leader had been elected, it was shared amongst all non-faulty participating nodes
in the system. This is achieved through the propagation of the count[] array which
ensures that information about faulty nodes is shared with everyone in the system.
This result is correct in accordance with the description and specification of the
self-stabilizing failure detector [38]. Experiment 1 shows the latency of electing a
new leader with different configuration of nodes.

5.1.8

Experiment 8: Demonstrating recovery from synthetic
memory corruption

We evaluate the system’s ability to handle and recover from synthetic memory corruption injections. This evaluation allows us to evaluate the self-stabilizing aspects
of the implementation. The algorithms in the stack should all be able to return
the system to a legal state of execution in the case of an arbitrary transient fault,
which in this experiment is demonstrated through the injection of synthetic memory
corruption.
The system should be able to return to a legal state of execution within a finite time
window in the case of a synthetic memory corruption which causes the system to
illegitimately leave the legal state of execution.
Experiment 8 involved executing a piece of code which injected a synthetic memory
corruption into the operation of a non-faulty participating node in the system. More
specifically, into the object/instances of the binary and multivalued consensuses and
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the failure detector.
When the round number was modified in the active consensus instances, the progress
of the consensus agreement was undisturbed. The instance was still able to reach
an agreement which was shared amongst all working nodes.
When the count[] array was modified in the participating node’s failure detector it
was handled by the check() function. Once the corruption was injected into the
operation of the node, the self-stabilizing elements of the algorithm handled and
restored the system to a legal state of execution from the previous illegal state
which included the synthetic memory corruption.
The response from the system was correct in accordance with the described specifications of the algorithm [38, 39]. Within a finite number of execution rounds, the
algorithm was returned to a legal state and able to operate as normal without any
further faults.

5.2

Discussion

The results demonstrate that the implementation of our distributed system for selfstabilizing emulation of state-machine replication is able to handle the faults previewed in the fault model (see section 1.2 ). This includes common problems found
in distributed systems operating over asynchronous networks, such as packet loss
and crashing of nodes. In accordance with those problems, we also demonstrated
that our implementation is able to handle arbitrary transient faults, and return the
system to a legal state of execution if a transient fault occurs within a finite time
window.
With the results from the performance related experiments, we are able to demonstrate how our implementation’s performance scales decreasingly with the number
of participating nodes in the system. Most of the experiments and their included
figures show a trending non-linear or a worst case quadratic increase of latency of the
implemented system when the number of participating nodes are increased. This is
to be expected since the message-complexity of the algorithms in the stack increases
with the number of nodes. An increase of participating nodes correlates to a remarkable increase of required received and sent messages in order to make progress
in reaching an agreement on the next state of the self-stabilizing state-machine replication.
Our first research question asked whether the recent research in the area of selfstabilization and fault-tolerance was valid and correct. This question was answered
through our implementation and evaluation of the research. The performed experiments and evaluation of the fault-tolerance and self-stabilization of the algorithms
in the stack [9, 38, 39] showed that the distributed system which the stack builds
is capable of handling the faults in the fault model. In the presence of common
distributed system faults such as crashing of nodes, our implementation was able to
continue working as long as the quorum requirement was met. Our evaluation also
demonstrated that our implementation was able to cope with arbitrary transient
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faults and return the system to a legal state of execution once such a fault occurred.
With this result, we have provided a demonstration that the recent research in the
area is valid and correct and that it in fact can be implemented in practice. Hence,
the research could be used in real-world systems in order to reach higher levels of
fault-tolerance.
Our second research question asked what the performance of our implementation is,
if the first research question turned out to be true. From our evaluation, we are able
to observe that the latency of our implemented distributed system grows at roughly
a quadratic rate in relation to the number of participating nodes. This can be
most distinctively noticed in experiment 2 and experiment 5 which evaluate two key
components of the algorithmic stack. A similar growth in latency can be observed in
the global reset mechanism which operates outside of the stack which provides the
state-machine service. However, for the self-stabilizing failure detector we do not
observe the same half-exponential growth in latency, this could be explained by the
fact that the algorithm only needs to wait for the fastest required quorum. It should
be noted that neither the recent researched algorithms nor our implementation of
said algorithms has placed a high focus on performance development. The main
focus has been to implement and validate the research in the area of self-stabilization
and fault-tolerance through the explained evaluation and experiments.
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Conclusion
With this thesis, we have provided an implementation of a stack containing recently researched distributed algorithms from the area of self-stabilization and faulttolerance. Our implementation utilize self-stabilizing uniform reliable broadcast, selfstabilizing failure detector, self-stabilizing indulgent zero-degrading binary consensus,
self-stabilizing multivalued consensus and a global reset mechanism in order to provide a fully self-stabilizing and fault-tolerant emulation of state-machine replication
service [9, 38, 39, 37]. The thesis has primarily focused on validating and evaluating
the provided research through this implementation.
The provided results from this thesis project can be used to demonstrate the validity
and correctness of the research. The experiments conducted within this thesis shows
that the independent algorithms as well as the system which the implemented stack
provides is able to handle common faults in distributed systems as well as arbitrary
transient faults. Our evaluation also shows that the latency of the implementation
grows at a half-exponential rate with the number of participating nodes in the
system. These results demonstrate that the recent advancements in the area of
self-stabilization and fault-tolerance are valid and can be used to increase the faulttolerance of future distributed systems.

Extensions
As an extension to the work presented in this thesis there is a possibility to improve
the quorum system. The extension reduces the probability of the communication
links being flooded with the different types of messages (alive, response, sync...)
sent by the system’s algorithms. The improvement can be done by measuring the
round trip time for each link-latency between every node present in the system and
only re-transmitting messages on the links once every such time frame. This would
allow the broadcasted messages to have a chance of reaching the destination node
and responding before a new broadcast of the same identical message is made to the
link again.
The improvement can be implemented in two ways. (1) It can be improved by using
a measured constant of the estimated round trip time of the link-latencies calculated
before running the algorithms presented in this thesis. (2) The second approach is
to dynamically calculate the estimated round trip time while the system is running.
The delay between each broadcast will then be set based on the upper-bound of the
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previous time it took to get the responses for the specific messages. Both approaches
have pros and cons, the first approach completes the calculations before starting
the system’s algorithms, hence does not need to spend resources measuring and
calculating during the system’s operation. However, the second approach which
uses more resources during the operation of the algorithm is capable of dynamically
changing the rate of which messages are re-transmitted as the status of the links
changes over time.
In the current implementation of the system, only the total-order broadcast messages part of the self-stabilizing emulation of state-machine replication is utilizing
this improvement. Furthermore, the implementation utilizes the first approach of
measuring the upper-bound of the round trip times of the link-latencies before starting the operation of the algorithms. It was purposely decided using this approach
during the project because the link-latencies do not change when running evaluation
locally.
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